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A pitch for pakistan

WKU to use
reserve funds
to help cover
its shortfall
BY JACOB DICK
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU

RAINN estimates that only a small
percent of assaults and rapes are reported.
According to RAINN’s website, 68
percent of all sexual assaults are not
reported to authorities. Of the assaults
made on college females, only about
20% of the survivors report to law enforcement.
WKU offers numerous opportunities
for students to be exposed to sexual
assault awareness.
During M.A.S.T.E.R. Plan, incoming
freshman are exposed to the Green
Dot program.
According to WKU’s website, the
Green Dot program is a “comprehensive approach to the primary prevention of violence that capitalizes on the
power of peer and cultural influence.”
Students are encouraged to make

WKU administration has announced the university will have to
use reserve funds after the executive
order from Gov. Matt Bevin for 4.5
percent cuts to every state funded
college and university forced the revision of this fiscal year’s budget.
The WKU Board of Regents was
presented with revisions to this
fiscal year’s operating budget at
March’s board meeting that totaled
$1,464,500. The money revised from
the budget to meet cut requirements
mostly came from revenue gained
through international tuition and
revenue dependent programs.
Chief International Officer Raza
Tiwana said he could not comment
on the use of international student tuition because his office did not govern
the money, but international tuition
is given to the university central fund
the same way domestic tuition is
handled.
When asked for comment about the
revised budget or proposed litigation
from the university, President Gary
Ransdell, vice president for Public
Affairs Robbin Taylor and senior vice
president for Finance and Administration Ann Mead could not be
reached at time of production.
President Ransdell did release another statement on Monday around
4 p.m.
“Soon after budget talks ended on
Thursday, Governor Bevin issued
an order to reduce the state’s quarterly allotments to universities by 4.5
percent,” Ransdell said. “Given the
lateness in the fiscal year and the extraordinary circumstances that would
be required of the campus to reduce
campus operating budgets that have
already been obligated, we have
decided that the best course of action
is to seek approval at the April Board
of Regents’ meeting to draw down
the University Reserve Fund to carry
us through the end of the fiscal year.
We will then replenish the Reserve
Fund with appropriate non-recurring
budget actions.”
The letter enacting these cuts, delivered on March 31 from the governor’s
office, advised Secretary William M.
Landrum and State Budget Director
John Chilton that allotments for all state
higher education institutions be reduced
before the end of the business day.

SEE SEXUAL ASSAULT
AWARENESS PAGE A2

SEE BEVIN'S BUDGET CUTS
PAGE A2

For three years, members of the international community in Bowling Green have gathered to celebrate Pakistan Day at WKU.
At the end of a night full of history, food and dancing, Pakistani Student Association Vice President and WKU junior Rafey
Wahlah center, from Lahore, Pakistan, socialize with students from Spain and Saudi Arabia, including magician and WKU
junior from Saudi Arabia Mazen Bukhary who performed magic tricks for attendees throughout the evening. The event was a
celebration of Pakistan Resolution Day, a commemoration of the adoption of Pakistan's first constitution on March 23, 1940,
as well as the third anniversary of the WKU Pakistani Student Association. ALYSE YOUNG/HERALD

full coverage of pakistan Day on page b1

Ransdell signs sexual assault awareness proclamation
BY EMMA COLLINS
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
To kick off a month-long series
of events promoting sexual assault
awareness, President Gary Ransdell
signed a proclamation declaring April
Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
The event, which was hosted by the
WKU Counseling and Testing Center
and Hope Harbor, also included selfies
with Big Red, a spin-the-wheel with
prizes and a photo booth.
Elizabeth Madariaga, sexual assault
services coordinator, said the proclamation signing has taken place for
several years.
“It’s just the opportunity for President [Ransdell] to recognize the importance of this month both on our
campus and in our community,”
Madariaga said.
Megan Talcott, the community educator for Hope Harbor, said sexual

assault is a common, nation-wide
problem on college campuses and
throughout many communities.
“Unfortunately it’s a topic we don’t
really talk about a lot, so events like
Sexual Assault Awareness Month help
us kind of bring that conversation to
the forefront and talk about how we
can change our campuses and our
communities for the better,” Talcott
said.
According to the Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network, college women
ages 18 to 24 are three times more likely to be assaulted than women in the
general population. Male college students are 78 percent more likely than
non-students to be victims of assault
or rape.
According to WKU’s Annual Campus
Safety and Security Report, between
2012 and 2014 four rapes were reported to campus security authorities or
local police agencies.

Board of Regents approves budget revision in time for cuts
BY DUSTIN SKIPWORTH
$1,464,500
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU

The WKU Board of Regents approved
budget revisions for the 2015-16 budget on March 25 during a committee
meeting.
The budget shift totals $1,464,500 and
comes from several university sources,
including tuition revenue, revenue dependent programs and Study Abroad
programs.
The spring and summer revenue
used for this cut will tie the university
over for now, but Ann Mead, senior
vice president for the Division of Finance and Administration, said the
university’s reserves will have to be
tapped as well.
“We will use one-time money to get
through this for the moment,” Mead
said. “We will have to use our reserves
going forward from this point.”
President Gary Ransdell elaborated
on the complexities of these budget revisions earlier this week.
"We are aware of the governor's decision to proceed with cutting 4.5
percent from university budgets by
withholding it from the fourth quarterly allotments that are scheduled
for today,” Ransdell said. “Our budget
is complex and nearly two-thirds personnel. We will likely have to tap some
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$414,800 in spring and summer tuition revenue from WKU-Pathway
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$343,100 in spring tuition revenue from Indian-sponsored students
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$240,000 from study abroad programs
$46,000 in English as a Second Language International royalties
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$24,600 from international student surcharge
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of our reserve funds to manage a $3.5
million reduction at this late date in
the fiscal year, but we will make those
decisions in the next few days.”
The majority of money used in the
revised budget went to pay personnel
expenses and nonbudgeted positions,
according to the action report from the
Board of Regents. At least $240,000 in
revenue from Study Abroad programs
were used to pay for students’ travel
expenses.
Kentucky Gov. Matt Bevin ordered
an immediate 4.5 percent budget cut

to higher education in the state on
March 31. This order comes amid a
stalemate in the Kentucky State Legislature where lawmakers are struggling
to come up with an official budget.
“Much uncertainty remains with the
current situation in Frankfort,” Ransdell said in a statement to faculty and
staff Monday afternoon. “Rather than
speculate on the final outcome, we
should remain focused on our students. With only a few weeks left in the
spring semester, our students deserve
our full attention.”

There has been pushback against
Bevin’s decision to order immediate
cuts to higher education, including
from Kentucky Attorney General Andy
Beshear.
“The law on budget reductions is
straightforward,” Beshear said Friday
in a press release. “It requires a declared shortfall that does not exist. If it
did, the last budget bill that was passed
and signed into law dictates the steps
that must be taken. We are therefore
requesting the governor withdraw his
order. We are confident he will comply.”
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SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS
Continued from FRONT

choices to build a culture intolerant of
violence.
Madariaga said WKU works hard to
raise awareness about sexual assault;
however, she said she believes more
can always be done.
“We work really hard to increase the
awareness, and while sexual assaults
are continuing to happen anywhere,
I feel no one can do ‘enough’ to raise
awareness,” Madariaga said. “We have

BEVIN'S BUDGET CUTS

Continued from front

In a press conference Friday afternoon in Frankfort, Attorney General
Andy Beshear questioned Bevin’s
authority to enact his order.
“A governor, any governor, does not
have this power or authority,” Beshear
said. “The governor’s actions violate
explicit actions that govern budget
reductions.”
Beshear said he would wait seven
days for a recension from the governor’s office before seeking litigation.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

to continue working [to] shift the rape
culture.”
The WKU Police Department, in an
attempt to decrease sexual assault, offers a self-defense course for women.
The course, Rape Aggression Defense,
teaches participants about rape and
how to reduce the risk of rape.
The campus police also offer an escort service to walk students across
campus from dusk to dawn.
Talcott said WKU has been a good
ally during SAAM.
“We work really closely with Western

and have lots of events on campus and
find lots of creative ways to engage students in what could potentially be a really difficult topic,” Talcott said.
In addition to Hope Harbor and the
Counseling and Testing Center, WKU’s
SAAM committee also consists of the
Alive Center, Housing and Residence
Life, Greek Affairs, Health Education
and Promotion, Gender and Women’s
Studies, Office of Judicial Affairs, Greek
Affairs and the Student Government
Association.
For any students who have been sex-

ually assaulted, Talcott said there are
a number of avenues through which
they can seek help.
Students can call the national Hope
Harbor crisis-line or the direct number
for the Bowling Green office. They also
have the option to visit the Counseling
and Testing center or to contact the Office of Judicial Affairs.
“They kind of have three really wonderful routes that they can take,” Talcott
said.
The services are open to anyone no
matter how recent the assault may be.

Speaker of the House Greg Stumbo
has made comment about the legality
of Bevin’s action.
"If his revenues are sufficient and
there's no shortfall, then the appropriation that the General Assembly
made to those entities, I believe, has
to be followed," Stumbo told reporters
Friday.
Bevin believes otherwise when it
comes to his executive power.
"He knows that I have legal authority
to do this," Bevin said. "We know as
well, and we are exercising the authority that we have."

Ransdell released a statement on Friday afternoon about the ordered cuts
and the possibility of using reserve
funds to manage a $3.5 million reduction.
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported on Friday afternoon that
officials of the University of Kentucky
hadn’t been directly notified of the
cuts yet. Spokesperson Jay Blanton
said the university had started planning for the revision.
"Gov. Bevin announced this measure in January, so we anticipated it,"
Blanton said. "We will be working over

the next few months to implement
this reduction with the context of our
current-year budget. It is too early to
speculate on the specific measures we
will take."
Morehead State University already
announced furloughs for employees
in preparation for the budget cuts that
were proposed in Bevin’s address to
the commonwealth in January.
Bevin still has until Thursday before
Beshear promised to seek litigation
over the orders. The House and Senate
are tentatively expected to come to an
agreement over the budget by April 12.

Wkuherald.com
WKu's no. 1 source
for campus news
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Reports and study show gradual change, push engagement
BY MONICA KAST

HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
Reports and a study presented at the Board of Regents
from the Executive and Student Affairs committees show
slight increase in enrollment
and a connection between
student engagement and retention.
The enrollment report for
spring 2016, presented by Brian Meredith, chief enrollment
and graduation officer, compared enrollment after eight
weeks of classes to enrollment
at the same time last year.
Overall enrollment is slightly
higher although the number
of freshmen enrolled is slightly
lower.
The Student Engagement
and Retention Study, presented by Todd Misener, assistant director of health and
fitness, shows the relationship
between student engagement
and student retention.
Misener’s study shows that

the more students are engaged
on campus and the more activities they are involved in,
the more likely they are to stay
enrolled at WKU.
The enrollment report states
that as of March 19, there are
18,566 total students enrolled
at WKU. Total enrollment has
increased by approximately
1.7 percent, according to the
report.
There are 118 fewer freshmen students, 70 fewer sophomores and 64 fewer seniors
than ther were this time last
year. The only class that saw
an increase in its number of
students was the junior class,
who currently have 162 more
students enrolled this year
than last year, according to the
report.
Additionally, the number of
minority students enrolled
has increased by nearly 2.5
percent. However, the number
of international students enrolled has decreased by nearly
1.5 percent, according to the

report.
The study presented and
conducted by Misener was
done over the course of the
2013-2014 and 2014-2015 academic years and looks at the
relationship between student
engagement on campus and
retention on campus.
According to the study, “the
average Fall to Fall retention
rate for First Year First-Time
Freshmen who engaged in
2 or more different Student
Affairs programs was 17.5%
higher than other First Year
First-Time students.”
The study also notes that
“58% of all First Year FirstTime Freshmen (1,709 students) were engaged in 2 or
more different Student Affairs
Programs in 2014-2015.”
The average retention for
first-year, first-time freshmen
was approximately 71 percent
in 2013-2014 and approximately 70 percent in 20142015, according to the report.
“Consistently, as students

engage more and more and
more on campus, they generally end up sticking around
on campus for much longer
periods of time,” Misener said.
“That pattern holds true in
their sophomore year as well.”
The study also concluded
that “from Fall 2014 to Fall
2015, First Year First-Time
Freshmen and Full-Time
Sophomore WKU students
who engage in 2 or more different Student Affairs programs had a 15 percent higher
retention rate.”
“The basic conclusion to the
study is that students who engage in college and the college
experience at Western generally stay at Western,” Misener
said.
Misener also said the study
helps identify the students
who are not staying at WKU
past their freshman year.
“More importantly, who
doesn’t engage?” Misener
asked. “Why don’t they engage? And how can we get

them to engage better?”
Misener also said the potential for moving to performance-based funding was
one of the reasons he chose
to look at engagement and retention over a two-year time
period.
“Honestly, that’s precisely
why I have chosen over the
last two years to spend my
time researching the role that
student affairs plays in the retention of students,” Misener
said of potential budget cuts.
Later, he added that this study
shows what WKU can do to
increase retention and what
programs are working best.
“What I’m proposing is if we
can identify students that are
at increased risk or who aren’t
engaging, that we make a concerted effort to connect with
them and see if we can’t get
them that little extra friendly
push in the direction they
need of getting the advice or
support they need,” Misener
said.

Ari Berman speaks at WKU School of Journalism
BY KATLYN MILLIGAN

HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU

Ari Berman, political author
and senior contributing writer
for The Nation magazine, will
speak about voter disenfranchisement, the presidential
election and his book “Give
Us The Ballot” on Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the Mass Media
and Technology Hall Auditorium.
Frequently advocating for
estranged voters throughout
the country, Berman serves
as a political commentator
for MSNBC, NPR, PBS and
C-Span. His stories have also
been published in The New
York Times, Politico, The Atlantic, Rolling Stone and The
Guardian.
Berman was invited by
WKU’s Power, Privilege and
Democracy class, which stud-

ies themes presented in his
book as part of the course curriculum.
"Our class deals with the systemic governance of voting,
who actually votes and their
reasons for voting," Louisville
senior Marcus Stubbs said.
The class is offered as part
of the Fleischaker-Greene
Scholars Program, which
pairs the School of Journalism and Broadcasting with
another school at WKU. This
year, the program combined
political science with journalism. The course is taught by
political science department
head Saundra Ardrey and assistant professor of journalism
Amanda J. Crawford.
Students in the course have
explored numerous factors
related to voting: felon disenfranchisement, the makeup
of the active electorate, vot-

ing efforts and solutions used
throughout the world, campaign finance and origins of
the Voting Rights Act.
Student Government Association President Jay Todd
Richey said his primary focus
in the class is felon disenfranchisement.
"Kentucky is in a very small
minority of states that does
not have a process for felons
to regain their right to vote,
even if they have completed parole and probation,"
Richey said. "Ari's book discusses this reality across the
country and how these laws
disproportionately
affect
people of color."
Hope
Bradford,
senior
broadcast news major from
Elsmere, said her group is focusing on who votes and what
motivates people to go to the
polls. Based on interviews the

group has conducted, they
found that one's perception
of the voting process impacts
participation more than any
other factor.
"People who do vote really
feel like their voice matters,"
Bradford said. "Many people
who don't vote have a lack of
faith in the system and feel
their vote doesn't matter.”
Bradford said this is the most
she’s ever been involved in
politics.
“I never liked it before now,
but I’ve learned that even if
you don’t like politics, it’s important to know what’s going
on in the world around you,”
she said.
Ardrey also stressed the value of political awareness.
“It’s important for people to
know their rights. If you’re not
ever vigilant, your rights can
be taken away without your

knowledge,” Ardrey said.
During Berman’s lecture,
he will also discuss the U.S.
Supreme Court case Shelby
County v. Holder and how
the ruling of this case in 2013
might affect voters in the upcoming election. The Supreme
Court declared Section 4(b)
and Section 5 of the Voting
Rights Act unconstitutional in
this case.
“It’s a very important and
timely discussion for us all to
be engaged in at this time,”
Crawford said.
The lecture is open to the
public and is presented by the
Fleischaker-Greene Scholars
Program and the School of
Journalism and Broadcasting;
it is co-sponsored by the Potter College of Arts and Letters,
the history department and
the Institute for Citizenship
and Social Responsibility.

THE FLEISCHAKER-GREENE SCHOLARS PROGRAM &
THE SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & BROADCASTING PRESENT:

ARI BERMAN
GIVE
US THE
BALLOT
POWER, PRIVILEGE
DEMOCRACY

Thursday, April 7, 7:30 p.m.,
[Mass Media Auditorium]
Books available to purchase and a
book signing will follow the lecture.
Event is free to the public and
swipeable.

WKU DEPARTMENT
OF HISTORY
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OPINION

Have an opinion? Tweet us
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know
your thoughts about the editorial, or
write us with what is on your mind.

@allysonlovins12: 6 more weeks
until summer break!!!! Push thru
WKU peasants!!! — 9:05 PM - 3 Apr
2016

@caramel_love93: Lmao! But nah
fr, swear I've been having bad luck
ever since I broke my body mirror
my freshman year at WKU in PFT —
5:01 PM - 3 Apr 2016

@faith_madison98: "Why do you
wanna go to WKU? Their mascot is
like a dancing red blob."
*looks at my sunburnt self dancing
in the mirror*
"Yeah me too." —12:01 PM - 3 Apr
2016

@duke_heat: I just want to know
why there are always so many children on WKU's campus. — 10:35 AM
- 2 Apr 2016

start talking

@AshtonLee95: Wku, please turn
the air on in these buildings before I
melt. — 8:17 AM - 1 Apr 2016

Ransdell signs proclamation for sexual assault awareness month

THE ISSUE: April is Kentucky’s Sexual
Assault Awareness Month. To kick it off,
President Gary Ransdell will be signing a
proclamation provided by Hope Harbor
that asks the WKU community to take this
month to make the campus free of sexual
violence.
OUR STANCE: Ransdell signing this proclamation in order to increase awareness
and facilitate discussion about sexual assault is a great start to putting an end to

sexual violence.

S

exual assault occurs far too often on college campuses. According to a study conducted by
the Association of American Universities, survey results from 27 universities concluded that 11.7 percent of
students have been sexually assaulted.
Sexual violence is most prevalent on
college campuses, and while there is
increasingly more awareness about
the issue, there is room to make more
of an effort.

Having specially sanctioned times
in which leaders in the community try
to expand awareness with events such
as Sexual Assault Awareness Month
is a good place to start. Dedicating a
month in which to increase awareness
and create open dialogue about sexual
assault is wonderful, but it can’t stop
there. After April is over, we can’t go
back to ignoring the problem.
Hopefully Ransdell signing this proclamation means that the conversation
will continue past the month of April.
The sexual assault awareness proclamation is straight-forward and nononsense.
One section of the proclamation
states, “Whereas, it is vitally important
to increase public awareness of sexual
violence and to increase support for
agencies providing support services to
victims/survivors, and Hope Harbor
holds forth a vision of a community
free from sexual violence.”
The more this issue is discussed and
brought out into the open, the easier it
will be to stop sexual assault. There is a
stigma surrounding sexual assault vic-

tims which makes it difficult for them
to discuss it with others, especially
those in positions of power who are
there to help them. Because victims
are often blamed for what was done to
them and they aren’t always taken seriously, they frequently choose not to
seek help.
When there are open discussions
about the widespread problem of
sexual assault, it begins to become less
stigmatized. This is why we need to establish a community in which we are
free from sexual assault and victims
are capable of healing.
Ransdell signing the proclamation
shows that he is dedicated to helping
create a campus community that is
free from sexual violence and open to
helping those who have been victimized. It’s wonderful for someone who
is as respected and visible within the
community as Ransdell to take a stand
about these issues.
We need to work together as a community to put an end to sexual assault,
and this month is a great time to start.

@kaylajaggers: Chasing cars is
playing on the wku bus. I'm pretending I'm on Grey's Anatomy —
12:17 PM - 31 Mar 2016
@MaxineRatusny: If there is one
thing WKU has taught me, it's how
to parallel park — 10:50 AM - 31 Mar
2016

SKIPPING BREAKFAST

Nude is more than ivory, blush and beige

SCOUT
HARDIN
SKIPPING BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S: Your weekly
guide to having
fun with fashion on
campus.

A favorite of both fashion gurus and royalty — the Duchess
of Cambridge swears by them
— nude shoes are considered
a staple in every wardrobe. Experts expound on their magical
disappearing properties, their
ability to seamlessly elongate
legs and their effortless blending with any ensemble. But what
if your supposedly nude shoes
don't match your skin?
The term "nude" has become
synonymous with skin tone in
the fashion industry — a frustrating matter if your coloring
isn’t within hues of beige, peach

or ivory. Women of color have been forced to accept
the fact that the industry's "nude" is not the same
as theirs.
Christian Louboutin has made it his latest mission
to change that, debuting a line of his signature redsoled footwear in an array of colors from cream to
coffee.
The collection, starting at the meager price of
$595, has already sold out, reiterating the importance of diversification in the fashion world.
While, at the moment, Louboutin's Les Nudes
are considered splurge items, the impact has been
made. Before long, other brands will enhance their
lines as well, adding more colors to their spectrum
of skin tones. The trickle from high to mass fashion is sometimes slow; however, the intense need
for a wider range of nudes will hopefully expedite

the process. Hopefully before long, we will be seeing reasonably priced nude shoes of all shades in a
more accessible environment.
The transition to an assortment of nudes in footwear should inspire other facets of the fashion
industry to adapt. Foundation garments such as
bras, underwear and hosiery are other traditionally
"nude" items. Brands are few and far between that
offer undergarments in more than traditionally pale
skin-matching tones.
A nude shoe line shouldn't be such controversial
news, but for women who don't fall into the category of ivory or fair, this is a revolutionary moment. As
the concept of color changes, fashion is accepting
that not everyone's nude is the same, and that's a
good thing.
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FOR SALE
BUY - SELL - TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also, comics, toys, CCGs, RPGs, more! The Great
Escape Records & Comics. 2945 Scottsville Rd (near
Greenwood Mall) (270)782-8092

HELP WANTED
City of Bowling Green
GOLF INSTRUCTOR
Parks & Recreation Department - Golf
Instructs golf through scheduling and conducting youth
and adult clinics, camps and academies, elementary to high
school P.E., class instruction and special events that focus
on teaching and growing the sport. Schedules, promotes,
and assists with the directing of golf tournaments, outings,
leagues and high school team play. Requirements: High
school diploma (or GED) with at least 6 months experience
in recreation, athletics or related area; knowledge of golf
and ability to instruct others. Salary: $11.40. Hours: 1215 hrs/week typically afternoons, evenings and weekends.
Interested applicants can apply online www.bgky.org/hr/
jobs or at the computers in the Human Resources
Department in City Hall, 1001 College Street,
Bowling Green.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and Drug Free Workplace.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Open Until Filled

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false
claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads,
especially when asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College
Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

SUDOKU

Across
1 Actor in four
“Planet of the
Apes” films
9 Antenna support
13 Traffic report
source
14 Farm report?
16 “A London
Symphony”
composer
18 Dutch banking
giant
19 It may be
deviated
20 London-born
miler
21 “That’s a riot”
23 __ Werner, Best
Actor nominee for
“Ship of Fools”
25 Tokyo-based
carrier
26 Struggle with
assessments?
28 Minimal
complications
36 Landscape
brighteners
37 “West Side
Story” duet
38 Failed big-time
39 Whimper
40 __ de veau:
sweetbread
41 Turning points
44 Stein’s “The
Autobiography of
__ Toklas”

48 Word that
sounds like its last
letter
49 Saudi neighbor
51 Remove
54 Publication
known for rankings
58 Early online
forum
59 Turkey, mostly
60 Wear well
61 Cuts from the
back

of the 1975 film
“Nashville,” say
24 Barbecue fare
25 One of the
Jacksons
27 Minor key?
28 Device with
shuttles and
treadles
29 Shore raptor
30 Freshen
31 Runs over
32 Put away
33 Actress Patricia
Down
and drummer Jeff
1 Year in the reign 34 Dos minus dos
of England’s Henry 35 __ perpetua:
I
Idaho’s motto
2 Scott of “Hawaii 41 Very bad
Five-0”
42 Bantu language
3 Tranquilize
43 Strummed
instruments
4 URL ending
45 Dharma
5 Distressed cry
teachers
6 Recipe phrase
46 Mashhad native
7 Form opener
47 Symbol
8 Acidic
9 Printemps period of victory for
immortal Celtics
10 Taken __
coach Red
11 Its capital is
Auerbach
Apia
50 Formic
12 Law
acid source
enforcement tool
51 Actress
14 __-ray Disc
Taylor
15 “It won’t be
52 From
long now”
17 Repubblica __: here __:
henceforth
European country
53 Mendel
21 Lives
research
22 In the style

subject
55 It may be
activated by a
plunger
56 View from
Kennebunkport,
Me.
57 Confusing
scene

PREVIOUS SOLUTION

START
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The Community Farmers Market in Bowling Green operates on Tuesdays from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturdays from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. It provides the area with access to dozens of local vendors and farmers that sell items like fine wine, ice cream and ripe tomatoes. The program accepts SNAP and other food vouchers and doubles their value
up to the first $20.

open
season

Twice a week farmers, craftsmen, artisans, gardeners and
hungry shoppers flock to the Community Farmers Market on
Nashville Road in Bowling Green. On Tuesdays from 2 p.m. until
6 p.m. and on Saturdays from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m., the market is
buzzing with activity. From kimchi to ice cream and everything
in between, the products sold are unique and made or grown
with care.
At a stand in the Farmers Market, SNAP and other food vouchers can be exchanged for tokens at double their value (up to the
first $20), and these can be spent on produce, food and drink.
The Market runs year round and is just getting back into the
Spring swing with hundreds of customers coming out for this
Saturday’s deals.

photos by Gabriel Scarlett

ABOVE: Bowling Green native Timothy Kercheville makes a sale of homemade kimchi to a
customer at Community Farmers Market on Saturday morning. Among its many benefits, he
explains that the kimchi restocks the body with the lactic acid bacterium that helps to digest
food in the stomach.
LEFT ABOVE: Kristen Coomer, 22, of Bowling Green, mans the Meltdown ice cream stand at
the Community Farmers Market in Bowling Green on Saturday.
LEFT BELOW: Joleen Stone of Richardsville prunes flowers for an arrangement for a customer
at the Community Farmers Market in Bowling Green on Saturday morning. She is in the business "because flowers make [her] happy.”
Nathan Howell, 39, of
Needmore Acres Farm,
sells produce on Saturday
morning at the Community
Farmers Market in Bowling
Green. "I own and run [the
farm] with my wife and four
kids," Howell said

WKUHERALD.COM
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» Guys and Dolls: If you missed out on the performances of "Guys
and Dolls" check out B2 for a recap.

Walk a
Mile kicks
off Tuesday
BY SHELBY BRUCE
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU

Men gather around and dance to different music of different cultures at the end of Pakistan Day on Saturday. "Pakistan Day
was an idea proposed in 1940 that there should be a Separate Nation's Day for the Muslim community. They celebrate this
day to celebrate their independence and show particularly at WKU to promote awareness to American and International
students that Pakistan isn't what they hear and see on the news and that it is a totally different country with its own culture,
traditions, languages and food," Toqeer Omer, president of Pakistani Student Association, said. EBONY COX/HERALD

cultural
Concoction

Pakistan Day bridges cultural gaps with education
BY EMMA AUSTIN
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
WKU’s Pakistani Student Association hosted its third annual Pakistan
Day on Saturday night amid lively
music, food, dancing and presentations about Pakistan in a celebration
of its culture.
The Pakistani and American flags
placed at the center of each table symbolized the joining of cultures on Saturday and celebrated what the different cultures have to offer.
As guests filtered in, a slideshow displayed scenic photos of Pakistan and
descriptions of the Pakistani people’s
many accomplishments.
Pakistan is home to the world’s largest mountain face, Nanga Parbat, ac-

cording to the slideshow. The Edhi
Foundation in Karachi, Pakistan, is the
world’s largest volunteer ambulance
organization.
These are just a few examples of
Pakistan’s culture — pieces of the nation that might go unrecognized in
America and in other Western nations.
PSA Vice President Rafey Wahlah, an
undergraduate student from Lahore,
Pakistan, said a key purpose of Pakistan Day is to dispel stereotypes held
against the country because of how it’s
represented in the media.
“We want to show people who we
are and where we come from,” Wahlah
said.
PSA President Toqeer Omer, a graduate student from Islamabad, Pakistan,
said PSA works to foster understand-

ing between Pakistani and other nationalities at WKU to promote awareness about culture and tradition.
Omer welcomed guests to Pakistan
Day after voices joined together in the
singing of Pakistan’s national anthem,
"Qaumi Tarana," followed by "The
Star-Spangled Banner."
Omer spoke about the importance
of promoting diversity and inclusion
at WKU. He encouraged students to
ask about Pakistan instead of developing stereotypes based on how the nation is portrayed by news outlets.
“Terrorism and bad people have no
religion,” Omer said about the recent
attack in Lahore, emphasizing the nation’s love of peace.
Student Government Association

SEE PAKISTAN DAY PAGE B2

WKU’s Sexual Assault Awareness
Month Planning Committee has partnered with the Interfraternity Council
to host the fifth annual Walk a Mile in
Her Shoes event on Tuesday at 3 p.m.
“There’s the old saying of not knowing what people go through until you
walk a mile in their shoes,” Elizabeth
Madariaga, WKU’s sexual assault services coordinator, said.
To be involved with the event, which
is typically associated with the Greek
community, any male on campus or
in the Bowling Green area can participate, and women are encouraged to
sponsor a walker or come to support.
“This is not an event only for Greek
men,” IFC president and WKU junior
Tyler Megargel said. “That is a big misconception.”
Walk a Mile has been used to break
the stereotype that sexual assault is
only a women’s issue, according to
Alayna Milby, the director of crisis intervention at Hope Harbor Inc.
“We wanted to include men,” Milby
said. “It’s a way to get men involved
since it’s also a men’s issue.”
Walk a Mile has become a lighter
way to talk about a serious issue, according to Madariaga.
“Personally, events where I see college students participating and interacting and talking and supporting
makes me feel that there is hope,”
Madariaga said, “hope that one day,
not a woman or a child or a man, no
matter who they are, has to suffer
through a violation like this.”
The IC hopes many students will
want to get involved in sexual assault
prevention and to make sure conversations about it don't end after the
event, according to Megargel.
“It is an ugly subject that many people want to avoid, but it must be discussed and prevented,” Megargel said.
Lasting effects of Walk a Mile include
showing survivors that there are people who support them and are fighting
for an end to sexual assault, according
to Madariaga.
"I think people need to understand
how prominent of an issue this is. The
lasting effects of sexual assault are lifelong," Madariaga said.
Males wanting to participate in
walking around campus in heels to
raise awareness for sexual assault and
Bowling Green’s local sexual assault
trauma center, Hope Harbor, can do
so at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday when registration starts for those who haven’t paid
in advance or are checking in.

Community Farmers Market blooms into the spring season
BY KJ HALL
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
The smell of coffee brewed
by the Alvaton Coffee Company filled the air, mixing with
aromas of fresh greens and
flowers.
The Community Farmers Market hosted its annual
Spring Opening Saturday,
marking the beginning of its
market year and peak season.
New vendors were welcomed,
veteran vendors brought in
more products and several
vendors moved their booths
outside to utilize more space
and enjoy the spring weather.
“We were here all winter, but
the Spring Opening is a good
reminder that we’re still here,
now bringing in the spring
produce, and we’ve got plenty
of stuff for everyone to buy,”
Nikki Gray, the outreach coordinator for the market, said.
Among the many vendors
was Joleen Stone, one of the
Community Farmers Market
originals. Stone grows plants,
flowers and organically grown
blueberries and blackberries.
“It’s been a very good crowd

today,” Stone said. “I think everybody is happy to see some
sunshine on a Saturday.”
Stone and her husband have
seen much success during
their years with the market.
They began selling at another
market but saw this location
as a great opportunity and
eventually were one of about
seven families who took a
deep breath and separated
from the other market. That’s
how the Community Farmers
Market came about, she said.
“We’re in a part of town that’s
growing with a lot of young
people and new families in
the area,” Stone said, “so we’re
seeing people that have never
been in a farmers market before and get a lot of students
from campus as well. It’s just
fun.”
All vendors at the Community Farmers Market grow
their own produce, raise their
own meats and make their
own handcrafts. You don’t
necessarily have to be from
Kentucky, but you do have to
produce what you sell, Stone
remarked.
The market also welcomed
Carriage House Vineyards to

Haleigh Burton, 18, of Morgantown makes a sale to a young customer at the Community
Farmer’s Market in Bowling Green on Saturday morning. Burton sells tomatoes for Cardwell Family Farms. GABRIEL SCARLET/HERALD
its vendor family on Saturday.
Lisa Davis and her husband
Don Davis have owned the
Auburn vineyard, which also
became a winery in September 2015, since 2011.

“With it being our first day,
we didn’t know what to expect,” Lisa Davis said, “but it’s
been a good day and a lot of
fun.”
Carriage House held tastings

and showcased two different
finishes on its Chambourcin,
a Cayuga white, as well as a
cranberry apple wine at the

SEE FARMER'S MARKET
PAGE B2
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'Guys and Dolls' gives high-rolling performance
BY KJ HALL

HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
The sounds of trumpets, violins and
clarinets filled the auditorium in Van
Meter Hall as the orchestra tuned in
preparation for a long night. The audience hushed as the lights dimmed in
the house at eight minutes past 8 p.m.
After a moment of complete silence, a
quick, consecutive beat on a drum cut
through the darkness and an exciting
melody soon followed as the orchestra began to play the “Guys and Dolls”
overture.
The lights on the stage brightened,
and within the next few minutes, tourists saw Broadway for the first time.
Gamblers read the paper and plotted
the next night’s games. Movie stars
were swarmed and photographed. A
day in the life on Broadway: this classic opening, entitled “Runyonland,”
set the scene for the Broadway musical
“Guys and Dolls,” which is based on
the short stories of Damon Runyan.
The show follows the stories of several characters who live near Broadway in the mid-1900s, from gamblers
to show girls to missionaries, and how
their lives change and intertwine.
After four months of work and countless rehearsals, WKU students in the
departments of music and theatre and
dance finally got to perform “Guys and
Dolls” this past Friday, Saturday and
Sunday.
“You need an audience reaction for
this kind of show, a musical comedy,”

Crescent Springs sophomore Aaron
Schilling said. Schilling played Nathan
Detroit, a man conflicted between
gambling and love.
The story follows Detroit as he continues to run the floating “crap game”
much to the dismay of his love interest Miss Adelaide. Adelaide, a show girl
star trying to convince Detroit to marry
her after 14 years of engagement, was
played by Jasper, Indiana, junior Shalyn Grow.
Junior Justin Miller of Owensboro
played high roller Sky Masterson, who
falls in love with mission sergeant Sarah Brown, played by Florence senior
Abigail Kohake, after visiting her in the
“Save-A-Soul Mission” and taking her
to Havana on a bet.
The show goes on to depict how far
guys, especially Detroit and Masterson, will go for their dolls.
One of the classic hit numbers in
“Guys and Dolls” was performed by
Florence sophomore Colin Waters as
Nicely-Nicely Johnson and the ensemble. After losing a bet to Masterson, a
whole slew of gamblers have to go to
a prayer meeting at the mission. Johnson shares his “testimony” in song, and
the exciting and energetic “Sit Down,
You’re Rockin’ the Boat” certainly went
over as a crowd pleaser.
“Colin hit it out of the ballpark every
night with 'Rockin’ the Boat' and always made me laugh when he did the
song,” stage manager and Hendersonville, Tennessee, senior Racheal Luther
said.
As a stage manager for "Guys and

Dolls," Luther made sure rehearsals
started on time and ran smoothly and
created schedules for the whole duration of the show. Her major job was
to keep constant communication between the designers and the directors
and to give updates on the rehearsal
process, she said.
While working behind the scenes,
Luther was excited for the show to be
performed for an audience. She said
she loves when people laugh at the
things she has grown accustomed to.
Beaver Dam junior Taylor Hillard
went to see a friend in the show on
Sunday and loved every aspect of the
performance. Hillard had never seen
“Guys and Dolls” before, so she didn’t
know what to expect.
Hillard was also very impressed that
the performers were not only her age
but also students balancing schoolwork and jobs at the same time they
were perfecting this performance.
“You could tell that these students
really loved what they were doing,”
Hillard said. “That’s what I love about

WKU; we have so many opportunities
to enhance our college experience by
investing in the things we love to do.”
The show concluded with a mimic
of the opening “Runyonland” scene
and Detroit and Adelaide getting married at last along with Masterson and
Brown. The cast then sang the song
“Guys and Dolls” and bowed for a final time to close the show on Sunday
evening.
“It’s always bittersweet when a show
closes,” Schilling said. “It’s nice that I’m
going to have time after this, but it’s
sad still because I enjoyed it so much.”
This was Luther’s last big show while
at WKU, a bittersweet experience to
only have three performances after so
much hard work, but she was proud of
the final product.
“‘Guys and Dolls’ turned out amazing
with awesome designers, hardworking
actors and amazing crew members all
tied in with a pretty great orchestra,”
Luther said. “It was awesome to see
people enjoy the show and love it just
as much as I did.”

The Graduate School

Congratulates Graduate Faculty

members receiving 2016 Faculty Awards!
Dr. Audrey Anton
Philosophy and Religion - Teaching Award

PAKISTAN DAY
Continued from LIFE

President Jay Todd Richey also spoke
to the audience, addressing issues he
has seen in the way international students are treated in America and at
WKU.
Whether these issues are off-campus,
such as problems with landlords, or
on-campus in the separation between
students, Richey said he wants to do
anything he can to solve these problems.
He encouraged students to come to
him when issues arise so he can help
find a solution.
Shahbaz Munawar, founder of PSA,
said he formed the association in 2014
because of the underrepresentation
of Pakistani students he witnessed at
WKU.
“Students often have a certain set of
stereotypes about international stu-

Dr. John Baker
dents,” Munawar said, “and the same
goes for international students; they
have a preset mind about American
students.”
Munawar said he encourages both
American and international students
to get to know each other on a personal
level and develop lifelong friendships.
This is the best opportunity on both
sides to learn about different cultures,
he said.
“The world is becoming a global village,” Munawar said, referring to the
way media is bringing nations together.
He said it’s important not only to
know one country but also to understand a multitude of cultures and people from different backgrounds.
“It’s going to be that much harder to
live in a society with so many different backgrounds when you don’t know
how to react to different cultures,” Munawar said.

Professional Studies - Student Advisement Award

Dr. LeAnne Coder
Management - Student Advisement Award

Dr. Patricia Desrosiers
Social Work - Public Service Award

Dr. Richard Gelderman
Physics and Astronomy - Public Service Award

Dr. Gary Houchens
Educaonal Administraon, Leadership, and Research
Student Advisement Award

Dr. Jarre Johnson
Biology - Research/Creavity Award

Dr. Pamela Jukes
Teacher Educaon - Public Service Award

Dr. Molly Kerby
Diversity & Community Studies - Public Service Award

Dr. David LeNoir
English - Student Advisement Award

Dr. Hope Marchionda
Mathemacs - Teaching Award

Ms. Sandra McClain

FARMER'S MARKET
Continued from LIFE

market. Carriage House also plans to
open a tasting area in Auburn in the
late summer or early fall of 2016 and
will continue to be at the Community
Farmers Market every Tuesday and
Saturday for the next year.
Lawrenceburg junior Alexis Corbin
was excited to attend the Spring Opening on Saturday. Corbin is an intern
with a nonprofit organization called
TopCrops, a community garden for
special needs adults in Bowling Green,
and sells their products at the Community Farmers Market.
“Just seeing some of the vendors who
come out in the spring who are out

Social Work - Part-Time Instructor Award

back but go away when it gets cold ...
it’s like seeing your grandma at the end
of the year,” Corbin said.
Corbin discussed her experience
working with the various vendors
and described how each one tries to
know everyone’s name. Vendors help
each other and innovate new ways
to improve the community, Corbin
said.
“We have work days, and all the vendors come to the market and try to
think of new ways to make Bowling
Green not only a cooler community
but also a community that grows closer together,” Corbin said.
The Community Farmers Market is
open Tuesdays from 2 p.m. until 6 p.m.
and Saturdays from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m.

Dr. Patricia Minter
History - Public Service Award

Dr. April Murphy
Social Work - Student Advisement Award

Dr. Timothy Rich
Polical Science - Research/Creavity Award

Dr. Ajay Srivastava
Biology - Student Advisement Award

Dr. Brian Strow
Economics - Public Service Award

Dr. Janet Tassell
Teacher Educaon - Teaching Award

Dr. Dennis Wilson
Economics - Teaching Award

Wkuherald.com

Dr. Jie Zhang
Educaonal Administraon, Leadership, and Research
Research/Creavity Award

Dr. David Zimmer
Economics - Research/Creavity Award

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU,
SO YOU’LL ALWAYS BE

THERE FOR THEM
Offering care at times that are convenient to your schedule. GGC@WKU
Health Services facility provides services for all your healthcare needs.
Call today to schedule your appointment

Health Services
(270) 745-CARE [2273]
Graves Gilbert Clinic
1681 Normal Drive
Bowling Green, KY 42101
Big Red Card Accepted
For more information, please visit
www.gravesgilbert.com/ggcwkuhealthservices

Mon - Thurs: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM

Fri & Sat: 8:00 AM to Noon
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

Lady Toppers kick off exhibition games at home
BY HUNTER FRINT

HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
Exhibition games, new talent and solid returning players are all part of the WKU
women’s soccer team’s game
plan to prep for the upcoming
fall season.
The Lady Toppers’ first two
home exhibition games of the
spring were played against
Troy University and Morehead
State last Saturday at 10 a.m.
and noon.
The team dropped the first
game against Troy 1-0 after
the Trojans capitalized on a
corner kick in the second half
of the game.

In the second game, WKU
came back and produced a
3-1 win against Morehead
State. WKU Head Coach Jason Neidell said he felt like the
team was stronger, more athletic and more technical than
Morehead State.
“The spring is obviously exhibition, but we really feel like
it is preseason for the fall of
2016,” Neidell said. “We’re really excited about some of the
developments that have been
achieved.”
Neidell gave credit for the action to both new and returning players. One new transfer this season is a defensive
player from Arkansas: senior
defender Dee Dee Green.

BASEBALL

Continued from SPORTS
Tanner battled from the mound.
The two pitchers kept the game
scoreless until the top of the fourth inning, when Scanlon made the game’s
biggest play from the plate.
The Louisville native hit a shot down
the right field line to score Hudzina
and sophomore outfielder Kaleb
Duckworth to give the Toppers a 2-0
lead.
With the bases loaded and only one
out, Bartley retired two straight Blazers to keep the shutout going. Bartley
continued to keep the Blazers off the
board and pitched 7.2 scoreless innings.
“The first game, we couldn’t get
anything going offensively,” Head

TRACK AND FIELD
Continued from SPORTS

best time nationally of 45.296.
WKU showed out in the
4x400 meter relay as well, with
Tashuan Yapchung, Gelibert,
Valentine and junior Kaila
Smith placing thirteenth with
a time of 3:42.40.
Senior Vincent Wyatt, junior

Redshirt sophomore midfielder Sarah Gorham was another newer player who stood
out to the coach during the exhibitions. Gorham was on the
team last season but sat out
with a torn ACL.
“Two of our steadiest and
best players this spring are
players who didn’t play for
us in the fall,” Neidell said.
“They’ve both been really, really good this spring, and it’s
kind of a good sign for the fall
that we’ve added two really
dynamic players without getting to the freshmen yet.”
Familiar faces that Neidell
said shone during exhibition
include senior forward Iris
Dunn, junior defensive for-

Coach John Pawlowski said in a postgame radio interview. “We had a few
opportunities but weren’t able to
push anything across. The second
game was pretty similar. I thought
Josh Bartley and Austin King did a
really good job today. They really
helped our bullpen by going deep
into the game like that.”
It wasn’t until the bottom of the ninth
that the Blazers made a late surge. After an RBI double cut the lead to 2-1
and put the tying run on second, redshirt junior Jackson Sowell retired the
final Blazer to seal the victory.
“You can’t say enough about the job
that Jackson Sowell did,” Pawlowski
said. “He had a couple really big 3-2
pitches. You could tell he was a little
juiced up to get in there, and I told him
... 'This is the time you have to settle

Jenessa Jackson and Hardy
gave WKU two more top 20
finishes on the weekend with
some outstanding individual
performances.
Wyatt ran a time of 13.81
seconds for fifteenth place
in the men’s 110-meter hurdles event and Jackson’s
54.62-meter hammer throw
and 16.14-meter shot put

We’re not just

BIGGER,
We’re BETTER!

in,' and that’s what he did.”
The deciding game went down to
the wire. After a scoreless first inning,
a Blazer error allowed Duckworth to
come home for the game’s opening
run.
In the bottom of the third inning, a
two-run double by Holt Davis gave
the Blazers a 2-1 lead. The Toppers
took the lead back in the fifth inning as graduate student catcher Ty
Downing and freshman infielder
Steven DiPuglia scored. However,
the Blazers scored three unanswered
runs to take a two-run lead going
into the ninth inning. Desperate for
a big play, Hudzina did the job. The
Palm City, Florida, native hit a tworun bomb to score sophomore infielder Steven Kraft and himself to tie
the game at 5-5.

placed her 14th and 16th in
the events, respectively.
Hardy came in at nineteenth
place in the 100-meter dash,
setting a career-high with 11.52
seconds during the relays.
“A lot of those times would
finish top 16 in the event, but
we were running against a lot
of professionals,” Jenkins said.
“Even when you finish in the

Voted Bowling Green’s #1
Luxury Student Housing Community

2426 Thoroughbred Dr.
Bowling Green, KY 42101
(270)781-7033

ward Shayna Dheel, junior
defensive player Nahyo Jalajel
and senior defensive player
Makenzie Costner.
As of Feb. 8, WKU soccer
had six signees who include
forward-defender Chandler
Backes of Indiana, midfielder
Christina Bragado of California, Floridian defender Kaylyn Bryant, forward Bowling
Green native Erin Jones, defender Aleksandra Kozovic
from Serbia and goalkeeper
Jenna Rohlin of New York.
As for how the team plans
to spend the next few months
prepping for the fall semester,
Neidell said they are trying to
figure out ways to create more
chances to score goals and be

more dangerous.
He added that their offensive
game is what they will have to
get better at to be a contender
for the championship in the
fall.
“We ended [last] fall doing a
really good job controlling the
tempo of games and dictating
the rhythm, and I think so far
this spring we’ve been really
good at kind of developing our
attack and possession of the
soccer ball,” Neidell said.
Next, the Lady Toppers will
travel to Cookeville, Tennessee, to compete against Tennessee Tech and then Carson
Newman University on Saturday, April 9, in two more exhibition games.

After redshirt junior pitcher Kevin
Elder struck out three Blazers, the Toppers took the final lead in the extra inning.
With sophomore outfielder Grant
Malott on third, a wild pitch allowed
Malott to come home for the go-ahead
run. Once again, Elder struck out three
straight Blazers to give the Toppers the
series win by a final score of 6-5.
“What a gutsy performance by our
guys,” Pawlowski said after the series.
“It wasn't looking very good, and our
guys just kept battling. I’m just really
proud of the grit of our ball club today.”
The series win improves the Toppers
to 16-11(5-4 C-USA) and drops the
Blazers to 11-17 (3-6 C-USA). The Toppers will host Evansville (15-11) Tuesday night at Nick Denes Field.

top 20 of an event like this,
there were multiple countries
sending their professional
athletes in the Florida Relays
so it was a very very competitive field.”
Up next for WKU is the Hilltopper Relays, which will take
place Friday through Saturday. The Hilltopper relays are
the only event WKU will be

hosting this year.
“The Hilltopper Relays are
the only meet we get to hold
at home so it’s something we
take a lot of pride in. We want
to be able to showcase our
talent to the WKU and Bowling Green community," Jenkins said. "It’s the largest meet
we’ve ever had as far as participation goes.”
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» Baseball: The Hilltoppers will
take on the University of Evansville
tonight at 6 p.m. at Nick Denes
Field.

BASEBALL

TRACK AND FIELD

WKU runs
in Florida
Relays
BY EVAN HEICHELBECH
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU

turning it
around

Junior pitcher Sam Higgs pitched three and two thirds innings in WKU’s win over Albany on March 11. The Hilltoppers defeated the Danes 5-3. MATT LUNSFORD/HERALD

Hilltoppers walk out of Birmingham with series victory

BY SAM PORTER

HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The WKU baseball team traveled to
Birmingham, Alabama, to take on the
University of Alabama, Birmingham
in a three-game Conference USA series on Friday and Saturday.
Entering the series with a 3-3 conference record, the Hilltoppers were
looking to rise above .500 in C-USA
play. After dropping the opening game
2-0, the Toppers bounced back to win
the final two games by scores of 2-1
and 6-5 to get the series win and improve to 5-4 in C-USA play.
“I’m just so proud of these guys.
We needed this series to turn around
our season,” senior infielder Danny
Hudzina said in a postgame radio

interview. “It hasn’t been a negative
season, but we knew we had to get
through this and get this conference
road win.”
In the opening game, senior pitcher
Austin King and UAB’s Ryan Ruggles
dueled each other on the mound.
However, Ruggles proved he had the
better arm on Friday.
The Blazers took no time getting
on the board. After the Toppers went
1-2-3 to start things off, UAB’s Esteban
Tresgallo hit a solo home run in left
centerfield to give the Blazers an early
1-0 lead.
King and Ruggles went back and
forth until the Blazers struck again in
the fifth. UAB’s Carter Pharis’s sacrifice
allowed Evan Peterson to score to extend the lead to 2-0.
The Toppers continued to struggle at

the plate as Ruggles gave up only one
hit in 8.1 scoreless innings. Trailing 2-0
in the bottom of the ninth, the Toppers had one final chance to extend
the game.
With Hudzina on third and redshirt
sophomore first basemen Harrison
Scanlon on first, junior outfielder Paul
Murray hit a shot to the Blazer shortstop.
However, the Blazer’s field made a
play at second base to end the game
and give the Blazers the win in the
opening game. The shutout was the
second straight shutout loss for the
Toppers.
Like the first game, the second game
also turned out to be a pitching duel as
senior pitcher Josh Bartley and UAB’s

SEE BASEBALL PAGE B3

The WKU Track and Field Team was
pitted against some of the superior
talent in the country last weekend at
the University of Florida for the Pepsi
Florida Relays, and they responded in
a big way.
The trio of freshman Keenon Laine,
senior Jessica Gelibert and junior Sandra Akachukwu all had top 10 finishes
over the three-day meet, representing
WKU on a national stage.
“For our second meet of the year, I
thought the kids did a good job,” head
coach Erik Jenkins said. “There were
a lot of things we needed to evaluate
so we could come back and work on
them, but I think it was a good start.
We’ve got a long way to go to be ready
for the conference championship and
the NCAA Championship, but I do believe we have people who can get the
job done.”
Laine finished seventh in the long
jump event with a jump of 2.06 meters
and Gelibert finished eighth in the 400
meter hurdles with a 58.80-second
time that ranks 25th nationally.
The best finish of the weekend, however, came from Akachukwu. The junior’s 5.87-meter long jump earned
her a fifth place finish in the event, and
WKU’s highest finish in any event over
the weekend.
“She’s just got to stay humble and
stay healthy and keep working at it,”
Jenkins said. “That was her first opportunity to long jump outdoors. We
expect her to be a player come May
and June.”
While the three top 10 finishes were
the major takeaway for Jenkins’ squad,
the rest of the team had favorable performances as well.
Sophomore Julius Morris’10.33-second 100-meter dash was good enough
for the twelfth-best time nationally
and eleventh place overall in the event.
Morris also teamed up with senior Ja’Karyus Redwine, junior Kyree
King and junior Ventavius Sears in
the 4x100 meter relay and produced
a time of 40.07 seconds for eleventh
place in the event.
The women’s 4x100 meter relay team
of Gelibert, junior Carrol Hardy, freshman Jadzia Beasley and sophomore
Khadijah Valentine was no slouch either, placing sixteenth with the 42nd

SEE TRACK AND FIELD
PAGE B3
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WKU softball takes two close losses against Southern Miss
BY BAILEY TOWNSEND
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The WKU softball team traveled
to Hattiesburg, Missouri, to face the
Golden Eagles of Southern Mississippi
for a three-game matchup on Saturday
and Sunday.
The first game of the tournament began on Saturday afternoon and did not
end in the Lady Toppers’ favor; they
lost by a score of 2-3 in extra innings.
The game started out strong for the
WKU softball team with the Lady Tops
jumping to an early 2-0 lead.
The first run of the game came from
junior catcher Taylor Proctor, who
scored on an RBI by sophomore utility
player Jordan Mauch.
Senior infielder Brooke Holloway
then contributed the next run by scoring due to a run-down situation on
first.
However, a solo home run in the
third inning by Southern Miss ended
the strong run by the Lady Toppers.
The Golden Eagles eventually tied the
game in the fifth inning due to a twoout WKU error on third base.
The next few innings proved to be a
battle with each team loading the bases, but neither one was able to execute
any runs.
This trend eventually came to heartbreaking end for WKU in the bottom of
the ninth when MSU’s Samantha Papp
scored the winning run on a walk-off
single, ending the game with a score of

2-3.
Despite the disappointing ending
to the first game, the Lady Toppers
proved they were ready to fight when
they defeated the Golden Eagles 4-0 in
the second game of the day.
The star of this game was none other than sophomore pitcher Hannah
Parker, who gave a stellar performance
on the mound as she was one hit away
from her first career no-hitter.
Parker was not the only Lady Topper
who proved she was ready to beat the
Golden Eagles. Holloway also stepped
up to the plate, providing some big hits
to help guarantee the shutout win.
Holloway began the game with a
slam by crushing a two-run home run
into right field: her sixth home run of
the year. Overall, Holloway was 3-4 for
the game and had three RBIs.
The next two runs came from an
RBI single from Holloway and from
Carleigh Chaumont stealing home.
These achievements in the third inning brought the score to 4-0, where it
remained for the rest of the game.
Freshman utility player Bryce Holmgren also had a great day at the plate,
finishing with a 2-2 record for the second game and a 5-5 record for the day.
The last game of the series took place
on Sunday, when both teams went into
extra innings for the second consecutive day in a row.
In similar fashion to the first game
of the series, it ended in heartbreak
for the Lady Toppers, who lost to the

Freshman infielder Kelsey McGuffin catches a grounder hit by Florida International’s Danny Mowry in the second inning of the first game of a double header against
FIU on March 19. JUSTIN GILLILAND/HERALD
Golden Eagles with a score of 5-4 in the
10th inning.
RBI singles in the fourth and fifth innings by Holloway and rookie Hannah
Mabrey, freshman infielder, helped
give the Lady Toppers an early 2-0
lead. This RBI was actually the first of
Mabrey’s career at WKU.
By the top of the seventh inning, the
score was 4-1. The Lady Toppers were
two outs away from celebrating a series victory when a three-run home
run from Southern Miss tied the game
and sent both teams into extra innings.
They continued to battle until the

bottom of the 10th inning, when
Southern Mississippi’s Papp hit a walkoff RBI single to clench the victory for
the Golden Eagles.
Despite losing the series 2-1 against
Southern Miss, WKU displayed many
high points throughout the weekend.
Holloway and Holmgren had a tremendous performance at the plate,
and Parker demonstrated great talent
in the circle.
WKU will return to action on
Wednesday facing a double header
against Murray State. It is set to begin
at 4:30 p.m. at Murray.

